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Abstract During the last decade process-aware information systems (PAISs) have
become increasingly popular to digitize business processes and to effectively support them at the operational level. In many application domains, however, PAISs
will not be accepted by users if rigidity comes with them. Ensuring PAIS robustness, in turn, becomes extremely complicated if high flexibility demands need to
be fulfilled. To cope with the dynamic nature of business processes, we developed
AristaFlow, a next generation process management technology that enables comprehensive process lifecycle support. In addition to standard process management
services, AristaFlow can handle exceptions, change the execution of running business cases on the fly, efficiently deal with uncertainty, and support the evolution of
business processes over time. This paper discusses how AristaFlow assists the various stakeholders of a PAIS to cope with errors and exceptional situations, while still
meeting robustness needs. In particular, we focus on new error handling procedures
and capabilities utilizing the flexibility provided by ad-hoc changes.

1 Introduction
In today’s dynamic business world, the success of an enterprise increasingly depends on its ability to react to environmental changes in a quick and flexible way.
Examples of changes include regulatory adaptations (e.g., Sarbanes-Oxley), market evolution, changes in customer behavior, redesigned business processes, and
strategic shifts. Therefore, enterprises have identified business agility as a competitive advantage to address business needs like increasing product variability or faster
time-to-market as well as to tightly align business and IT. Improving the efficiency
and quality of their business processes and optimizing their interactions with partners and customers have become crucial success factors for enterprises [15, 21].
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Contemporary enterprise information systems, which are often organized in a
data- or function-centric way, lack process awareness hindering business agility.
In many cases, enterprises prefer abandonning new business initiatives rather than
attempting to adapt their enterprise software. To better support their business processes and to manage them in a more flexible manner, however, enterprises are increasingly interested in aligning their information systems in a process-centric way
offering the right business functions to the right users at the right point in time along
with the needed information and application services [25]. Along this trend, a new
generation of enterprise information systems–so-called process-aware information
systems (PAISs)–has emerged [21], which aim to overcome this inflexibility.
Examples of PAISs include workflow management systems, case handling tools,
and service orchestration engines [25]. In spite of several success stories on the
uptake of PAISs, the latter have not been widely adopted in industry yet [11]. A
major reason for their low use is the rigidity enforced by them, which inhibits the
ability of enterprises to respond to process changes or exceptions in an agile way
[22]. When efforts are taken to improve and automate the flow of business processes,
however, in many domains (e.g., healthcare) it is crucial not to restrict staff [18, 13].
For example, first attempts to change the function- and data-centric views on patient
treatment processes in hospitals failed whenever rigidity came with them [13, 16].
Variations in the course of a treatment process are inherent to medicine, and to
some degree the unforeseen event constitutes a ”normal” phenomenon [13]. Hence,
a sufficient degree of flexibility is needed to support dynamic process adaptations
in case of unforeseen situations. Finally, PAIS flexibility is required to accommodate
the need for evolving business processes [23, 22].
In general, a PAIS is aligned in a process-centric way, separating process logic
from application code (i.e., the implementation of the application services) and,
thus, providing an additional architectural layer [4]. In principle, this separation
makes PAISs more flexible compared to data- and function-centric information systems. However, it is not yet sufficient to meet the needs of agile enterprises. In
particular, traditional PAIS have focused on the support of predictable and repetitive processes, which can be fully described prior to their execution in terms of
formal models [27]. Accordingly, such PAISs require complete specifications (i.e.,
process models) of the business processes to be supported, which are then used as
the schemas for process execution. In practice, however, business processes have
become increasingly complex and dynamic, demanding for a more agile approach
acknowledging that in dynamic environments process models quickly become outdated and, hence, a closer interweaving of modeling and execution is required.
Therefore, PAISs not only need to be able to deal with exceptions [17], change
the execution of single business cases on the fly [18], efficiently deal with uncertainty [7], and cope with variability [6, 1], but must also support the evolution of
implemented business processes over time [21].
The goal of this paper is to address the flexibility needs emerging in this context
and to give insights into technologies addressing them. Emphasis is put on key features enabling process adaptation and evolution. Based on them, PAISs being able to
flexibly cope with real-world exceptions, uncertainty and changes can be realized.
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2 Traditional Process-Aware Information Systems
A PAIS targets at the operational support of business processes at the IT level. To
accomplish this, the business processes need to be mapped to executable process
models. Thereby, a business process comprises a set of one or more connected activities that collectively realize a particular business goal [15]. A process is linked
to an organizational structure defining functional roles and organizational relationships. Furthermore, a business process may take place in a specific department, but
may also cross departmental borders or even involve different organizations [5]. Examples of business processes include insurance claim processing, order handling,
personnel recruitment, product engineering, and patient treatment.

2.1 Business Process Modeling
To provide additional value for the business, any process automation should be preceded by process reengineering and optimiztion efforts [15]; i.e., business processes
have to be (re-)designed to meet organizational goals in an economic and efficient
manner. Goals pursued may include shortening process cycle times, reducing process costs, increasing customer satisfaction, and decreasing error rates.
To discuss alternative designs with stakeholders and to evaluate the designed
processes, process knowledge must be captured in business process models [2]. The
latter describe business processes at a high level of abstraction, serving as a basis
for analysis, simulation and visualization. A business process model comprises the
process activities and their attributes (e.g., costs and time) as well as the control
and data flow between the activities. Activities may be manual ones without the
potential to be automated or system-supported activities requiring human or machine resources for their execution. In general, a distinction has to be made between
business process models on one hand and their executable counterparts (denoted as
executable process models) on the other [2]. The latter constitute the key artefacts
of a PAIS, realizing the automation of business processes and, in whole or part, the
implementation of their models. When interpreting an executable process model,
documents, data objects or activities are passed from one actor to another according to pre-defined procedural rules [27]. In the following, we focus on executable
process models and their flexible support through PAISs.

2.2 Architectural Principles of a PAIS
A PAIS is a specific type of information system that offers advanced process support services. As opposed to data- or function-centric information systems, PAISs
enforce a strict separation of process logic and application code. In particular, process logic is described explicitly in terms of executable process models providing the
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schema for process execution. Note that turning away from hard-coded process logic
towards explicitly specified process models significantly eases (model-driven) PAIS
development and maintenance. The core of the process layer of a PAIS, in turn, is
built by a process management system. Its buildtime and runtime components offer
generic software services for modeling, implementing, executing, and monitoring
business processes as well as for enabling user interactions with them (e.g., through
worklists). Workow management systems (e.g., ADEPT [4, 19], Staffware [25]) and
case handling tools (e.g., FLOWer [25], PHILharmonicFlows [10]) constitute examples of PAISs.
As a basic principle, PAISs foster the splitting of monolithic applications into
smaller services, which can then be orchestrated by its process engine. Maintainability and traceability are significantly enhanced by this extended architecture.
Changes to one layer often can be performed without affecting the other layers.
For example, modifying the application service that implements a particular process step (i.e., activity) does usually not imply any change to the process layer as
long as interfaces remain stable (i.e., the external observable behavior of the service remains the same). In addition, changing the execution order of activities or
adding new activities to the process can, to a large degree, be accomplished without
touching the implemenation of any application service.

2.3 Process Enactment Based on Executable Process Models
As already mentioned, the business processes or the process parts to be automated
by the PAIS need to be captured in executable process models. At buildtime, these
models are created based on the elements provided by a process meta model (e.g.,
BPMN 2.0) using a graphical editor. Basically, an executable process model corresponds to a directed graph that comprises a set of nodes–representing process steps
(i.e., activities) or control connectors (e.g, XOR/AND-Split, XOR/AND-Join)–and
a set of control edges between them. Control edges specify precedence relations between nodes. Further, the data flow between the activities (i.e., which activities read
or write which data elements) needs to be specified and the activities be associated
with resources (e.g., user roles). Activities can either be atomic or complex. While
an atomic activity is associated with an invokable application service, a complex activity contains a sub-process or, more precisely, a reference to a sub-process model.
In turn, this allows for the hierarchical decomposition of process models. Moreover,
several executable process models may exist for a particular business process representing the different versions and the evolution of this business process over time. As
a benefit of the described model-driven approach, it can be formally checked (e.g.,
model checking) whether a process model can be properly executed during runtime
(e.g., guaranteeing for the absence of deadlocks and ensuring proper data flow).
Finally, at runtime the PAIS orchestrates multiple instances of a process model according to the defined logic, also allowing for the integration of application services,
users, and other resources.
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2.4 Traditional Process Lifecycle Support
Traditional PAISs enable process lifecycle support as depicted in Fig. 1: At buildtime, an initial representation of the process to be supported is created either by
explicitly modeling the process based on process analysis results or by discovering
its model through process mining [26] (1). At runtime, process instances are created from the executable process model (2), each representing a concrete business
case. Process instances are executed based on the model they were originally derived from. While fully automated activities are immediately executed when they
become enabled, non-automated activities are assigned to the worklists of qualified
actors (3). Execution logs record information about the start and completion of activity instances as well as their chronological order (4). The analysis of logs by a
process engineer or process intelligence tools allows discovering malfunctions or
bottlenecks. In turn, this triggers the evolutionary change of the process model (5).
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Fig. 1 Process lifecycle support in traditional PAIS

2.5 Key Features of a Process-Aware Information System
In summary, a PAIS
• knows the logic of the supported processes; i.e., processes are explicitly described in terms of executable process models.
• ensures that activities are executed in the specified order or considering the specified constraints (i.e., the PAIS manages the flow of control during runtime).
• controls the flow of data between the activities; i.e., the output data of a particular
activity can be consumed as input data by subsequent activities.
• knows the application service to be invoked when an atomic activity is started.
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• assigns work items related to human activities to the worklists of authorized users
and manages these worklists. Further, it reminds users to complete an activity
before reaching its deadline.
• enables end-users to monitor the progress of process instances and to trace their
previous execution.
• comprises build- and runtime components that support different stages of the
process lifecycle.

3 Enabling Process Flexibility at the Operational Level
The ability to efficiently deal with business process changes has been identied as
one of the critical success factors for PAISs [11, 22, 21]. Although PAISs facilitate
changes significantly through the separation of concerns, enterprises are reluctant to
change PAIS implementations once they are running properly. High complexity and
high costs of change are provided as major reasons for not fully leveraging the potential of PAISs. In particular, more flexible PAISs are needed, which enable enterprises to operationalize their processes in a way not causing any mismatch between
the digital processes and those running in reality [21]. Moreover, a PAIS must not
”freeze” the implementation of business processes [25], but allow authorized users
to flexibly deviate from the pre-specified processes whenever required (e.g., to deal
with exceptions) as well as to evolve process implementations over time [17, 23].
Process changes should be enabled at a high level of abstraction [8, 9] without affecting consistency and robustness of the PAIS [18]. Finally, PAISs must allow users
to cope with uncertainty by deferring decisions to the runtime if required [21].
Traditional PAISs do not support such advanced scenarios due to their inherent
brittleness and inflexibility [25]. What is needed are PAISs that allow both business
process implementations and process instances to be continually adapted and reformed to fit the actual needs and constraints of their environment and to fulfill the
goals of the involved process participants in the best possible way–we denote such
processes as adaptive. Traditional PAISs implicitly embrace the ”engineer–use” dichotomy [25] as inherited from traditional approaches to software engineering. This
dichotomy is based on the engineering principle that software systems are first engineered and then, once deemed fit for purpose, are used (i.e., operated). Maintenance
and evolution tasks are not regarded as part of operation, but rather as interruptions
to the ”in use” state, which temporarily return the system to the ”being engineered”
state. In scenarios with dynamically emerging or disappearing requirements (e.g.
healthcare [16, 13]), this ”engineer–use” strategy is unworkable. The only feasible
way to cope with dynamism is to dissolve the fundamental distinction between engineering and use and to seamlessly merge the entire service and process lifecycle
into a single encompassing framework [26]. In turn, this leads to a new class of
processes whose engineering and use is indistinguishable.
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4 Adaptive Process-Aware Information Systems
This section reports on adaptive PAISs, a next generation technology enabling adaptive processes that abandon the ”engineer–use” dichotomy. Adapative PAISs must
not be confused with (self-)adaptive systems as recognized by the adaptive systems
research community [3]. Processes are adaptive in the sense that they are continually
evolving and reshaping to fit to the situation at hand, but unlike classical adaptive
systems (as understood in adaptive systems’ research) they are not expected to do
this themselves. On the contrary, the adaptation is performed with the help of the
user / engineer. In other words, in adaptive processes, human engineers and users
are part of the loop, and the use and adaptation of processes are seen as two sides
of the same coin. In this sense, adaptive processes have more in common with agile software development methods, which focus on encouraging human developers
to evolve software in a rapid and effective way. The following sections sketch how
adaptive processes and, thus, process flexibility can be realized in PAISs. Note that
we do not give detailed insights into formal or technical aspects of adaptive PAISs
(see [21, 23, 24, 22, 12]), but want to emphasize the perspectives offered by them,
illustrated along the AristaFlow BPM Suite we developed during the last decade.

4.1 The AristaFlow Process Management Technology
During the last decade, we developed the ADEPT2 next generation process management technology [18, 19, 23, 24] to tackle the flexibility challenges discussed
in Section 3. ADEPT2 is an adaptive PAIS dissolving the ”engineering–use” dichotomy and increasing ease of use for process implementers, application developers, system administators, and end users. Further, robustness of process implementations and the robust support of dynamic process changes were fundamental
project goals. To achieve them, a correctness-by-construction principle is applied
during process modeling. Furthermore, it is ensured that ad-hoc process instance
changes do not introduce any errors or inconsistencies in the following. Due to the
high interest of industry in the ADEPT2 technology, it was then transformed into an
industrial-strength process management technology called AristaFlow BPM Suite
[4, 20]. AristaFlow enables robust and flexible PAISs in the large scale. In particular,
it ensures error-safe and robust process execution even at the presence of exceptions
or dynamic process changes. AristaFlow was applied in a variety of application domains (e.g. healthcare, disaster management, and software engineering).

4.2 Support for Process Adapation and Process Evolution
In general, process adaptations can be accomplished at two levels–the process type
and process instance level.
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Ad-hoc adaptations at the process instance level. Generally, it is not possible to anticipate all real-world exceptions and to capture their handling in an executable process model at buildtime. AristaFlow, therefore, enables users to situationally adapt single process instances (i.e., specific business cases) during runtime if required; e.g., by inserting, deleting or moving activities [18]. In a medical
treatment process, for example, a patient’s current medication may have to be discontinued due to an allergic reaction. In general, the effects of ad-hoc changes are
instance-specific and must not affect other instances. Providing support for ad-hoc
deviations from a pre-specified process model, however, must not shift the responsibility for ensuring PAIS robustness to end-users. Exactly for this reason, AristaFlow
provides comprehensive support for the correct, secure and robust handling of runtime exceptions through ad-hoc process instance changes. [21] presents a taxonomy
for ad-hoc changes, discusses how the behavior of a process instance can be situationally adapted, and presents adaptation patterns that may be applied for this purpose. Moreover, [21] shows how PAIS robustness can be ensured when dynamically
adapting process instances and how end-users can be assisted in defining changes.
Process model evolution and instance migration. Business processes evolve
over time due to changes in their legal, technical, or business environment, or as a
result of organizational learning [14, 15]. Consequently, PAIS implementations need
to be adapted accordingly. We denote this as process model evolution, i.e., the evolution of executable process models over time to accommodate changes of real-world
processes. In general, process model evolution might require change propagation
to already running process instances, particularly if the latter are long-running. For
example, let us assume that, due to a new legal requirement, patients have to be
informed about potential risks before a surgery takes place. Let us further assume
that this change is also relevant for patients for which the treatment has already been
started. In such a scenario, stopping all ongoing treatments, aborting them and restarting them is not a viable option. As a large number of treatment processes might
be running at the same time, applying this change manually to all ongoing treatment
processes is also not feasible. AristaFlow, therefore, provides efficient support to add
this step to all patient treatments for which this is still feasible (e.g., if the surgery has
not yet started). For this purpose, it offers techniques for dealing with already running process instances and their on-the-fly migration to the changed process model,
without violating any correctness and soundness properties. In this context, wellknown process adaptation patterns may be applied, which provide precise pre- and
post-conditions for ensuring syntactical correctness and behavioral soundness of a
process model, i.e., a correctness-by-construction principle is applied [18, 4]. Deficiencies that cannot be prohibited by this approach (e.g., correctness of the data
flow schema) are checked on-the-fly and are continuously reported to the user.
In general, process model evolution and instance-specific ad-hoc changes have
to be handled in combination with each other [23, 24, 26]. Moreover, AristaFlow
provides built-in-flexibility allowing process engineers to leave parts of the process
model unspecified at buildtime and to add the missing information during runtime.
Especially, this approach is useful in case of uncertainty as it allows deferring decisions from build- to runtime.
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4.3 Advanced Process Lifecycle Support in Adaptive PAIS
The described ability of AristaFlow for enabling ad-hoc changes in a controlled,
correct and secure way as well as for the controlled evolution of process models
(including process instance migrations) leads to a revised process lifecycle [26] (cf.
Fig. 2): At buildtime, an initial representation of a business process is created, either by modeling the process or by discovering its model through process mining
(1). New process instances can be derived at runtime from this executable process
model (2). Instances are executed according to the original process model they were
derived from, and activities are assigned to process participants to perform the respective activities (3). However, when unanticipated exceptional situations occur
during runtime, process participants may deviate from the pre-specified model by
applying ad-hoc changes (4). While execution logs record information about activities (3), process changes are recorded in change logs and may be semantically
represented as cases (4). The latter enables the reuse of ad-hoc changes in similar situations [26]. The analysis of these logs by process engineers or process intelligence
tools allows for the discovery of malfunctions or bottlenecks, which often leads to
an evolution of the process model (6). The latter is supported through versioning as
well as the ability of dynamically migrating already running process instances.
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Fig. 2 Process lifecycle support in adaptive PAIS

4.4 Making Process Implementations Flexible and Robust
We now focus on a fundamental pillar of any robust process implementation, i.e.,
error handling. In particular, we show how the presented process adaptation features
can be utilized to make business process implementations flexible and robust.
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4.4.1 Error Prevention
AristaFlow targets at error prevention, which is achieved by applying a correctnessby-construction principle during process modeling and service composition as well
as by guaranteeing correctness and robustness in connection with dynamic process
changes. The latter means that none of the PAIS correctness properties ensured by
this context
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checks
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may beare
violated
due to
a dynamic
process them
change.
becomes possible to even cope with severe process failures and to continue and
This was probably the most inuential challenge for our research. It also had sigcomplete respective processes.
nicant impact on the development of the AristaFlow BPM Suite. In particular, we
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As we will show, this scenario contains several sources of potential errors.
Some of them can be detected and prevented at buildtime while others cannot.
The scenario contains several sources of potential errors. While some of them
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In summary the following requirements for error-safe and robust process execution exist: On the one hand errors should be avoided during buildtime, on
the other hand PAIS must enable users to effectively deal with expected and unexpected errors during runtime. In the following we show how AristaFlow BPM
Suite meets these requirements.
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The following requirements for error-safe and robust process execution exist: On
one hand, errors should be avoided at buildtime, on the other, PAIS should enable
users to effectively deal with both expected and unexpected errors during runtime.

4.4.2 Error and Exception Handling in the AristaFlow BPM Suite
We consider the above example from the perspectives of the process implementer
(i.e., the process engineer), the system (i.e., the PAIS), the end user (i.e., the process
actor), and the system supervisor (i.e., the PAIS administrator). We discuss how each
of these parties can contribute to the handling of errors.

Process implementer perspective
Fig. 4 shows a part of the process from Fig. 3, as it can be modeled using the
AristaFlow Process Template Editor. For process implementation, the idea of process composition in a plug & play style is pursued and supported by comprehensive
correctness checks. The latter aims to exclude runtime errors during process execution. As prerequisite, for example, the data flow dependencies among application
services have to be made explicit to the PAIS.

Data element not supplied
at read access

Problems View

Fig. 4 AristaFlow Process Template Editor

Fig. 2. AristaFlow Process Template Editor

the correctness by construction principle. In AristaFlow, all kinds of executables
provides an
intuitive
graphical
editor
composition
to process
that AristaFlow
may be associated
with
process
activities
areand
first
registeredtool
in the
Activity
implementers
(cf.
Fig.
4).
Further,
it
applies
a
correctness-by-construction
principleto
Repository as activity templates. An activity template provides all information
the Process Template Editor; e.g., about mandatory and optional input/output
parameters or data dependencies to other activity templates. The process implementer just drags and drops an activity template from the Activity Repository
Browser window of the Process Template Editor onto the desired location in the
process graph.
One major advantage of this approach is that common errors, e.g. missing
data bindings, can be completely prevented at buildtime. Therefore the time
needed for testing and debugging can be significantly reduced; i.e., AristaFlow
guarantees that process models without any detected deficiencies are sound and
complete with respect to the activity templates used.
System perspective: The approach described above ensures that in principle
the process model is executable by the system in an error-safe way. As always,
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by providing at any time only those change operations to the user, which allow transforming a sound process model into another one; i.e., change operations are enabled
or disabled depending on which region in the process graph is marked for applying an operation. Deficiencies not prohibited by this approach (e.g., regarding data
flow) are checked on-the-fly and are reported continuously in the problem window
of the Process Template Editor. An example is depicted in Fig. 4, where AristaFlow
detects that data element Customer price per unit is read by activity Write Customer
offer, but not written by any preceding activity.
In general, one should not require detailed knowledge from process implementers
about the internals of the application services they may assign to the activities of an
executable process model. However, this should not be achieved by undermining the
correctness-by construction principle. In AristaFlow, all kinds of executables (e.g.,
web services, SQL procedures, Java Apps), which may be assigned to process activities, first have to be registered in the Activity Repository as activity templates. An
activity template, in turn, provides all information to the Process Template Editor,
e.g., information about mandatory and optional input/output parameters of activities
or data dependencies to other activity templates. The process implementer just drags
and drops an activity template from the Activity Repository Browser window of the
Process Template Editor onto the desired location in the process graph.
As a major advantage of this approach, common errors (e.g., missing data bindings) can be already detected at buildtime. Consequently, the time needed for testing
and debugging process implementations can be signicantly reduced; i.e., AristaFlow
guarantees that executable process models without any detected deficiencies are
sound and complete with respect to the activity templates used.

System perspective
The described approach ensures that, in principle, the process model is executable
by the PAIS in an error-safe way. As always, this might not hold in practice. Again,
consider the scenario from Fig. 3. The web service referred by activity Get Amazon
offer (i.e., the service implementing this activity) might not be available when the
process is executed, leading to an exception during runtime. Note that such errors
neither can be detected in advance nor be completely prevented by the PAIS.
Failures of the Amazon web service might be anticipated by the process implementer. Thus, he may assign specific error handling procedures to the respective
activity. Following a strict process paradigm, AristaFlow itself uses processes to
coordinate exeception handling, i.e., a reflective approach is taken in which error
handling is accomplished by a specific process executed in AristaFlow. A simple
error handling process is depicted in Fig. 5. Depending on whether the failure of the
activity was triggered by the user (e.g. through an abort button) either the system
supervisor is notified accordingly or the process silently terminates. Generally, error handling processes can become arbitrarily complex and long-running. Note that
AristaFlow treats error handling processes the same way as any other process. Thus,
they may refer to any activity registered in the repository. Note that this allows for
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End user perspective
The error handling process from Fig. 5 might not be always appropriate as it increases the workload of the system supervisor. Most standard errors can be handled
in a (semi-)automatic way by the actor executing the activity. Upon failure of the activity, the actor responsible for its execution could be provided with a set of possible
error handling strategies among which he may choose. An example of such a more
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Additionally, suggested error handling strategies may depend on the background of the respective user, i.e. his knowledge and position in the organizational model and various other factors. Based on the selection of the user the
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with failed activities
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Fig. 7 AristaFlow Process Monitor: Monitoring Perspective

Fig. 5. Process Monitor: Monitoring Perspective

Reconsider the bookseller scenario from Fig. 3. Assume that a process instance
wants to issue a request for a book using Amazon’s web service facilities, but then
fails in doing so. The system administrator detects that the process instance is in
trouble and uses the AristaFlow Process Monitor to take a look at it (cf. Fig. 7).
but then fails in doing so. The system administrator detects that the process
Analyzing the execution log of the failed activity, he detects that its execution failed
is in trouble and uses the AristaFlow Process Monitor to take a look at this
because the connection to Amazon could not be established. Let us assume that he
process instance (cf. Fig. 5). Analyzing the execution log of the failed activity
considers this as a temporary problem and just resets the activity such that it can
he detects that its execution failed because the connection to Amazon could not
be repeated once again. Being a friendly guy, he takes a short look at the process
be established. Let us assume that he considers this a temporary problem and
instance and its data dependencies, and realizes that the result of this and the subjust
resets the activity so that it can be repeated once again. Being a friendly
sequent activity is only needed when executing the Choose oer activity. Therefore,
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processafter
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that
the
result
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and
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only
needed
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trieswhen
to
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Therefore,
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these
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reconnect to Amazon (cf. Fig. 8).
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tive of the AristaFlow Process Monitor, which provides the same set of change oper-6).
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therefore,
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to call Amazon by phone to get the price that way. In this case he would ask
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with a form-based activity which allows to enter the price manually.
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Move Nodes
Change Operation

Fig. 8 AristaFlow Process Monitor: Instance Chance Perspective

Fig. 6. Process Monitor: Instance Change Perspective

5

Related Work

the system
administrator
the activities
beingfirst
in trouble
and toengines
replaceto
them
Besides
ADEPT,
YAWL to
[3]delete
has been
one of the
workflows
supwith
a
form-based
activity
allowing
him
to
enter
the
price
manually.
port some sort of “correctness by construction” as well as correctness checks at
buildtime. jBPM [4] rudimentarily supports ad-hoc deviations of running process
instances, but without any correctness assurance as provided by the AristaFlow
BPM Suite. Most BPEL-based workflow engines like Websphere Process Server
5 Conclusions
[5] support error handling processes using fault handlers, but without the possibility to structurally change process instances during runtime.
Adaptive processes fundamentally change the way in which human stakeholders interact and collaborate as they dissolve the distinction between process engineers and
6 end-users.
Summary
Outlook
To date,and
business
process support technologies have focused on enhancing and automating the way in which process users collaborate and interact, but have
Due to its “correctness by construction” principle and its comprehensive support
not significantly changed the way in which the processes themselves are engineered
of ad-hoc changes during runtime, as well as the possibility to define arbitrary
(i.e. defined and maintained). It has been assumed that this is done by IT specialists
error handling processes, AristaFlow is well suited to enable robust process imin a distinct engineering phase with little or no connection to the execution of the
plementations while preserving the possibility to flexibly react to exceptional
processes or the normal operation of the enterprise. However, with adaptive prosituations during runtime. Currently, we investigate the handling of other kinds
cesses this distinction will blur (if not entirely disappear) and process engineers will
of become
errors (e.g.
time
related
errors).
process
users
and vice
versa. Stated differently, process engineering will be
also regarded as a normal adaptive process involving the collaboration of multiple
stakeholders.
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